We are very much grateful for encouraging comments for our manuscript. Our responses to specific suggestions are shown below.
1. One of the limitations in observing the atmosphere is the fact that an instrument can only see part of the gravity wave spectrum. The authors mention this in the last sentence of the conclusion (page 2085, line 18-22) in the context of horizontal wave number. I think that this could be expanded upon earlier in the paper to make it clear to readers that only part of the spectrum is observable. This will place these new GPS results in the context of other observations and therefore strengthen the manuscript.
[REPLY]
We added one paragraph in Introduction on the gravity wave analysis with GPS RO profiles.
A specific mention of the horizontal wavelengths or wavenumbers observable by GPS
would be appropriate to make (based on e.g. [REPLY]
Statements related to the horizontal wavenumber are included in the response to Comment 1.
We also added a reference to Preusse et al. (2008) .
We added one paragraph in Introduction on the gravity wave analysis with nearby COSMIC profiles.
Technical Corrections: [REPLY]
We revised the manuscript following the suggestions (1)- (7) Please mention in the caption which lines are which.
[REPLY]
It is difficult to reproduce this figure by using different color lines. 
